Insurance
As an incorporated professional, a significant part of your
wealth will be tied up in your professional corporation. Even
though you have maximized contributions to your RRSP, you
would like more flexibility and choice regarding your
retirement lifestyle. In addition, if you are like most
incorporated professionals, you have a need for permanent life
insurance. You are looking for a financial planning strategy
that will address both your current need for insurance and
your future need for flexibility when you retire.
An option to consider – the Corporate Insured Retirement
Program with Shareholder Borrowing
With this strategy, your professional corporation deposits
funds into a permanent life insurance policy in excess of the
amount required to cover the insurance premium and other
policy costs. In the future, your corporation assigns the
policy to a bank as collateral for a personal loan to you. By
having your corporation purchase the life insurance policy and
use it in this manner, you address your needs for permanent
life insurance protection today and flexibility at retirement.
You can use the tax free annual income in any way you
wish…travel, buy a new vehicle or just enjoy a higher standing
of living with the higher income! It’s your choice!

In the above scenario, deposits totalling $375,000 were made
and grew tax free inside the corporately owned insurance
policy. At retirement, more than $480,000 of tax-free
retirement income was received by the shareholder. There is
also a net estate value of over $1.3 million with this
strategy.
When you die, your estate provides other assets as collateral
for the bank loan. This allows the bank to release the life
insurance policy that has been serving as collateral for the
loan and your professional corporation to receive the policy’s
tax-free death benefit. Your professional corporation then
uses the proceeds to pay a tax free capital dividend to your
estate. Your estate uses these funds to repay the outstanding
loan balance and distributes the excess as directed in your
will.
This strategy, in effect, enables you to withdraw monies out
of your professional corporation and into your hands over time
on a tax free basis!
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